Herbert  Rowse Armstrong.
The Attorney-General
them, during the time of these repeated invitations to tea, there
•was the evidence, the sinister evidence, of the reason for and the
purpose of giving these repeated invitations.
Now, we know that after that the house was searched, the police
failed to find it, and wo know the dramatic circumstances under
•which  Mr.  Matthews ultimately  did  find the packet.    He said
and I sympathise with him, that ho could hardly believe what it
was when he discovered it.    Let me here say,  as I am entitled
to, holding the offico that I do, with what pleasure I heard the
statement made by my lord to Mr. Matthews yesterday.    Whether
it is of one branch of the profession or another, all that attaches
to or concerns the great legal profession has a deep concern for
me, and rightly, and I was delighted to hear Mr. Matthews had
the opportunity of showing that in his case he observed the strictly
professional  and right  attitude,   but  I know   that  he  perfectly
appreciated what my friend had done, that when this startling
information was given to us he put questions in which we realised
exactly what the position was,  and after that time I made the
statement (which I think I made not once or twice) to which on
my own motion I should like voluntarily to make and to join with
my lord in the tribute which he paid to Mr. Matthews.    Ib was a
difficult situation,   and  he  ached  rightly.       But how  does that
affect the prisoner?    The prisoner   i«  in  this  position,  he has
made a false statement, and realises it to be false; he has to account
for this little packet in- some way.    The statement was made before
the packet had been either considered or examined,  and he now
tells us how he came to make these little packets of arsenic.   He
tells us that on an afternoon in June,  1921, ho, minded to try
this dry arsenic on a dry day upon the dandelions, went and folded
up these little packets,  and ho made a score of them; he then
immediately took them out and, packet by packet, dandelion by
dandelion, daisy by daisy, he endeavoured to place them at the
roots of these weeds, and to empty the little packets which he, a
solicitor, busy, and so on, had made with his own fingers but a
few moments before.    Gentleme-n, is there a man, woman, or child
in this Court who heard that statement who  would attach the
smallest credence to it?    Do you believe that that man made those
packets on- that day and then went out and emptied them, daisy
by daisy, dandelion by dandelion ?    It is an almost pitiable device,
but it is and it remains a falsehood to deceive.   A falsehood;
perhaps the best that could be contrived to explain, but a false-
hood none the less.    Yes, says my friend for the prisoner, " this
attitude of suspicion which places him there."    There is a weapon
in the hands of each one of us, a trusty weapon in the armoury
of ea<ih on-e of us, a weapon that belongs to high and low, the
poor  and the defenceless,  that  can  pierce  through  doubt and
resolve suspicion; the weapon is truth.    Tell the story, tell us
•what happened, take away the falsehood, explain, candour from
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